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How inclusive is your company and  
how do you create a more inclusive environment? 

How do you focus on the power of gender diversity  
and sexual diversity in the workplace?

Companies or organizations that want to grow, innovate and remain competitive, attach 
great importance to attracting, developing and retaining talent. That’s why it is so important 
to foster an inclusive corporate culture which embraces employee diversity

An open culture results in an attractive corporate image and contributes to employees’ 
well-being. 

Together with your company or organization, KliQ Works creates a customized approach to 
create a more inclusive workplace and culture.

>> Together we can make  
your workplace more  
inclusive for LGBT+ people
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CHARTER 

THE INCLUSIVE ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE
The power of gender diversity and sexual diversity in the workplace

SHOW YOUR COMMITMENT TO THE INCLUSION OF SEXUAL  
AND GENDER DIVERSITY AND SIGN OUR CHARTER.

Our companies and organisations are part of a very diverse 
society. Although this diversity greatly enriches our society, 
there are still several groups, including women and LGBT 
people, who receive fewer opportunities due to structural 
imbalances and societal mechanisms, both in and out of 
the workplace.

This charter represents the core principles of an inclusive 
organisational culture in which organisations/companies 
value the diversity of their employees, customers, and part-
ners. In particular, we focus on gender identity, gender ex-
pression, and sexual orientation. We take other attributes 
into account as well, such as ethnic background and disabi-
lities, all of which contribute to an individual’s identity. Such 
an inclusive organisational culture enables employees to 
fully apply and develop their talents.

This charter acknowledges that an inclusive organisational 
culture, which takes account of the diversity and unique 
talents of its employees, contributes to the well-being of all 
employees and to the proper functioning of an innovative 
and dynamic organisation/company.

This inclusive organisation culture can only be achieved if 
all members of the organisation/company do their part. 
This charter is a call for all persons involved—employers 
and employees and their associations, civil society, and go-
vernment—to work together in order to create an inclusive 
workplace.



THE SIGNATORIES COMMIT TO THE FOLLOWING IN ORDER  
TO ACHIEVE AN INCLUSIVE ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE:

We aim to develop an inclusive workplace where 
everyone can be themselves, can apply and deve-
lop their own talents, and have equal opportunities 
without fear of discrimination.

We ensure that the notions of diversity and inclusion 
are supported throughout the policies of our organi-
sation. This is not limited to the legal terms regarding 
non-discrimination and the well-being of employees, 
but takes account of all aspects of and processes 
within the organisation, such as the hiring and mobi-
lity of employees within the organisation. By interve-
ning in this structure, we also change the culture of 
our organisation/company. 

We appoint a confidential counsellor, and establish a 
clear complaint procedure for cases of discrimination 
and harassment. 

We seek to enhance the knowledge and expertise of 
this confidential counsellor, in addition to that of ma-
nagers, HR staff, and all relevant personnel who play 
a role in the implementation of inclusion policies. We 
do this particularly with regard to gender mechanis-
ms that might lead to exclusion, intimidation, redu-
ced well-being, and/or reduced skill development in 
the workplace.
These persons in our organisation/company act as 
ambassadors with regard to these topics, and they 
are supported in this role.

We support diversity employee network groups 
within our organisation, and we will maintain close 
contact with them and civil society associations in 
order to achieve an inclusive workplace.

Internal communications to all employees include 
regular updates about our diversity and inclusion po-
licies and about particular target groups and topics.   

Our organisation/company takes up its social respon-
sibility, and conveys its policies and good practices 
in external communications. In this way we can con-
tribute to a more harmonic and pluralist society in 
which everyone can feel at home. 

Diversity and inclusion are important topics in our 
dealings with our partners (eg., subcontractors and 
suppliers), and we encourage them to apply princi-
ples of non-discrimination, diversity, and inclusion. 

We aim at inclusiveness in other branches of our 
company, both domestically and abroad. 

We evaluate our own activities with regard to inclu-
sion and diversity, measure their results and make 
adjustments where necessary.
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THE CASE FOR DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

Is there a problem in our company? 
Why will LGBT+ inclusion boost my company’s performance? 

What is the benefit for my employees? 

Creating a diverse and inclusive organization is the right thing to do if you want your em-
ployees to be healthy, motivated and happy. But it also makes good business sense. Find out 
why LGBT+ inclusion will boost your company’s performance.

Access to the best talents
If your company clearly encourages an inclusive culture and welcomes  

diversity, it will more easily attract talent.

Flemish research by Ghent University shows that sexual orientation plays a part in job 
choice for almost 30% of all respondents. It’s not just LGBT+ people who are attracted by a 
future employer’s policies, allies take it into account as well. A study by The Center for Talent 
Innovation revealed that 72% of respondents who identify as an LGBT ally are more likely to 
accept a job at a company that supports equal opportunities for their LGBT employees.

Happy employees
A workplace with an open and inclusive climate for LGBT+ people relates to  

better (mental) health, higher job satisfaction and stronger job involvement. 

LGBT+ employees are less likely to come out when they are starting a job or when they hold 
a more senior position. Some are only out to some colleagues. Research by the European 
Fundamental Rights Agency indicates that only 16% of trans people are open about their 
gender identity to everyone in the workplace.

While coming out should be everyone’s personal choice, being open about their sexual 
orientation or gender identity makes LGBT+ employees feel less anxious, improves their 
self-image and makes them feel more satisfied with work and life in general. What’s more, 
most LGBT+ employees indicate that their situation improved after they came out and that 
their co-workers’ reactions were largely positive.

In a workplace with an inclusive culture, employees know that the organization they work 
for allows them to be open. The Business Impact of LGBT-Supportive Workplace Policies, for in-
stance, has shown a strong correlation between a workplace with an open climate for LGBT+ 
people and better (mental) health, higher job satisfaction and stronger involvement.

By tackling existing gender mechanisms that lead to (unconscious) bias and prejudices, you 
don’t just create an open and better workplace atmosphere for LGBT+ employees, but for all 
employees.
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A positive outcome for the company
Employees often conform to stereotypical gender expectations. This leads to an artificial staff 
homogeneity. That is why breaking gender stereotypes can create room for all employees to 
develop their talents and competencies instead of suppressing them. This makes a company 
more innovative and competitive.

Open For Business, an initiative for LGBT inclusiveness led by large multinationals, has demon-
strated a strong correlation between promoting LGBT inclusion and improved performance 
by economies, companies and individual employees. This correlation holds for many indica-
tors, such as innovation, health, motivation, cooperation and brand image.

Research by McKinsey also shows that the financial results of companies that focus on diver-
sity are above the average for their sector. The study concludes that:

Diversity is probably a competitive differentiator that shifts market share  
towards more diverse companies over time.

A good image
A company that shows to value diversity and is explicitly LGBT+ friendly,  

has a much better brand image. 

Both customers and potential employees value a company that is committed to the well- 
being of all its employees. Working towards an inclusive organization and open communica-
tion about inclusion policies can also help companies build a more loyal customer base.
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KLIQ WORKS SERVICES

The Inclusion Scan

It is not always clear what it means to be an inclusive company or what steps you should 
take to become (more) inclusive.

KliQ Works developed an inclusion scan which serves as a tool to evaluate the level of inclu-
sion in your organization. The inclusion scan is both a self-assessment tool as well as a way 
for KliQ Works to provide feedback and work out your individual inclusion program.

>> Find out how inclusive your 
company or organization is
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With the scan we assess companies and organizations in 7 areas:

• Vision, strategy and policies

• Leadership

• HR and employees

• Internal communication and visibility

• Employee diversity networks

• Quality assessment and monitoring

• External engagement

Participating in the scan is free and you will receive a general feedback with your score on 
each area. 

If you want an in-depth analysis you can become a KliQ Works member. We discuss with our 
members the results of the inclusion scan and compose a recommendation report and set 
objectives for your organization. As a member you will also receive access to our e-learning 
platform and get a discount on our trainings and events.

The KliQ Works Inclusion Index 
With the KliQ Works Inclusion Index we celebrate the top most inclusive employers that are 
located in Belgium. When filling out the scan, you can choose to participate in the index and 
benchmark yourself against other organizations. 

Every year at our Workplace Conference we present the index and awards for the most inclu-
sive initiatives.

E-learning                

You do not always have the time to participate in a one-day training. On our e-learning plat-
form you can take your own time to go through our trainings. The platform is specifically 
targeted at recruiters, HR and diversity and inclusion professionals, team leaders, managers 
and LGBT+ staff.

 
 
 

>> Improve your skills and knowledge  
with e-learning and webinars 

• The basics of LGBT+

• Inclusive recruiting

• Inclusive teams

• Innovative modules: e.g. a simulation game 
about LGBTI+ people and a job interview
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Trainings 

>> Improve awareness in your organization  
… and learn more on LGBT+ specific cases  
in the workplace

All of our trainings combine theory with a lot of practical examples. In our training on 
norm criticism e.g. we discuss several cases in which you can tackle unconscious bias, 
whether it is job advertisements, the different steps in the recruiting process, or your inter-
nal and external communication. 

Our trainings are specifically targeted at (senior) management and recruiters, HR, diversity 
and inclusion professionals and at employees in general.

We offer a broad range of trainings on different subjects or we customize 
our trainings to your needs:

• norm criticism and unconscious bias;

• recruiting and promoting;

• team management;

• awareness raising;

• the business case for LGBT+ inclusion;

• trans inclusion in the workplace.

Price € 899  -  Or get -10% (as a basic member) or -25% (as a full member) 

Toolkits and guides
Our toolkits support you in implementing actions for inclusion, such as providing gen-
der inclusive facilities, supporting a transition at the workplace or starting up a network of 
LGBT+ employees. Our Reverse Mentoring Guide gives you insights on starting up a reverse 
mentoring program. Access them on our e-learning platform.
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LGBT+ staff and employee networks support 
KliQ Works supports LGBT+ employee networks by assisting them in starting up and growing 
their network. We also organize resilience trainings for employees that are LGBT+. The objec-
tive of this empowerment program is for employees to gain a better (mental) health, more 
job satisfaction and a stronger commitment and motivation to their job.

As a member of KliQ Works you can offer this support to your own employees.

Other services 
You might have specific needs that ask for a customized approach. We can screen your in-
ternal communication and give you recommendations on how to adapt these. We develop 
questions for your employee surveys to find out about the wellbeing of your LGBT+ em-
ployees. Or we work with you to organize an event for your employees, e.g. on IDAHOT (the 
International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia). 
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KLIQ WORKS EVENTS
Get more inspiration and exchange your ideas by attending one of our workplace events, 
such as Open@Work or the Workplace conferences.

The KliQ Works 2018 Workplace Conference

> Vlerick Management School, Brussels, and Hotel Bloom, Brussels

> www.kliqworks.be/conference

The Workplace conference 2018 will focus on inclusive recruiting. Get inspiration from good 
practices and exchange your ideas with the other participants. We will also present our first 
Inclusion Index and present the award for the most inclusive initiative of 2018.

>> Grow your professional network  
and be inspired

• Hands-on examples and best practices for a LGBTI+ inclusive recruitment process. 

• Innovative networking session to bridge the gap between job seeker and recruiter,  
activist and manager, the LGBTI+ community and the business world

• Sessions and interactive panel on sexual orientation and gender diversity,  
on ‘unconscious bias’ and on inclusive recruitment. 

• Information market 

• First look at new tools, such as an interactive digital simulation game and  
a team-building card game 
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Open@Work
Open@work is a joint initiative of Accenture, KliQ vzw, BNP Paribas Fortis, Beldefrac & .bep-
roud!, AXA, ING and the Government of Flanders, aiming at connecting LGBT+ people and 
support networks across companies. 

These were the 2018 events:
• 6 March 2018: Open@Work by AXA
• 23 April 2018: Open@Work by the Government of Flanders
• 19 May 2018: Open@Work at Belgian Pride Brussels
• 5 June 2018: Open@Work by .beproud! and the Federal Government
• 18 October 2018: Open@Work by Trainbow and the Belgian Railway  

Companies

The three main goals of this initiative are:
• build a cross-company network, focusing on ‘out in the workplace’;
• join forces in creating an inclusive work environment  

for the LGBT+ community;
• exchange good practices on LGBT+ and ally company networks.

We aim to organize these events, combining short updates on LGBT+ workplace trends pro-
vided by inspiring speakers followed by an informal networking opportunity. These events 
are open to our LGBT+ volunteers and allies, as well as to any new member wishing to join 
the initiative.

For more information check www.openatwork.be  

Proud to be 
OPEN@WORK

AT ACCENTURE
PRIDE
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KLIQ WORKS MEMBERSHIP 
>> Be a champion for diversity

Our membership program offers a complete framework that inspires and guides your orga-
nization to more inclusion: 

- attract and retain talent;

- boost your company’s performance;

- create a workplace where LGBT+ employees staff can be themselves.

We are working with different industries across the private, public and third sector. We also 
offer our services to small and medium sized enterprises.

Join the program and choose your membership or pick a specific service 

Basic Membership
€ 3250/year

• Personalized recommendation report

• Customized inclusion program

• 1 day customized support (trainings, screening,…)

• Book trainings at - 10% 

• Book event tickets at -15%
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Full Membership*
€ 5400/year

• Personalized recommendation report

• Customized inclusion program

• 2 days customized support (trainings, screening,…)

• Access to e-learning platform

• Access to webinars

• Resilience training for LGBT+ staff

• Book trainings at - 25% 

• Book event tickets at -35%

* Full membership includes up to 5 users for e-learning and 5 for resilience training. 
Contact us to add more people. 

Customized services/support
Choose your service

• Trainings

• Screening

• Employee surveys

• Employee network support

• Access to e-learning

• Access to webinars

• Event tickets
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CORPORATE SPONSOR

Sponsor our events and our work on workplace inclusion for LGBT+ people. Your support 
will contribute to more inclusive workplaces among companies and organizations.

Becoming a sponsor of the KliQ Works provides:

- enhanced brand awareness and reputation in the LGBT+ community;

- demonstration of your company’s commitment to diversity and inclusion and social 
responsibility towards your (future) employees who are LGBT+;

- strengthened connections with key LGBT+ organizations and other important actors 
active in the area of employment and/or recruitment.
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WHAT SOME OF OUR PARTNERS HAVE TO SAY  
ABOUT WORKING WITH US

I am proud to lead our Pride@page program at Mi-
chael Page/Page Personnel. Working with the KliQ 

team has been like working with a mentor. KliQ 
helped us assess our current processes and tools and 

offered us relevant trainings, advices and tips. On 
top of that, it is very inspiring to see that we are part 
of a group of organisations, both public and private, 
with the same will of building an inclusive working 

environment. 

- Elodie Picard, manager Michael Page 
Vlerick Business School partners up 

with KliQ vzw to promote an inclusive 
culture in companies. We strive to 

empower diverse talents not only in a 
social but also in an economical way.

- Angie Van Steerthem,  
senior researcher Vlerick Business 

School
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5 TIPS FOR MORE INCLUSIVE WORKPLACES

1. Be aware of unconscious bias when recruiting and promoting people. 
By using our e-learning platform you will find out about the cases in 
which you can tackle unconscious bias and how to do it.

2. Starting up a network of employees that are LGBT+ can contribute to 
an inclusive culture. KliQ Works launched a toolkit to assist employees 
and employers in setting up a network.

3. An inclusive message from top management can influence the way 
people think about diversity and inclusion.

4. The team leader has an essential role in creating inclusion in the 
workplace. Our trainings improve awareness of team leaders, but also 
of HR people and confidential counsellors. 

5. Some diversity and inclusion actions will benefit all employees. But 
broad actions are not enough. Only by combining these with specific 
actions for specific target groups everyone will feel at home in the 
organization, regardless of the aspects of their identity. Find out what 
you can do, by participating in our inclusion scan.   



KliQ vzw is a non-profit consultancy organization with expertise on sexual and gender diversity. KliQ 
offers trainings and programs on diversity, focusing on LGBT+ people from an intersectional approach. 
We work with the profit, public and third sector on issues such as health and well-being, elderly care, 
asylum and sports.

KliQ Works specifically works with companies and organizations to create an inclusive workplace.

KliQ was founded by çavaria, the Flemish LGBT umbrella organization.

We’d love to hear from you
KliQ vzw 
Kammerstraat 22 
9000 Gent

+32 9 223 69 29

info@kliqvzw.be

For more information: www.kliqworks.be

Bank account: BE53 0689 0024 9953 
Bic/Swift: GKCCBEBB 
Company number: 0543 639 567 (KliQ is not registered for VAT)

Our brands

Kammerstraat 22, 9000 Gent 
09 223 69 29
info@kliqvzw.be
www.kliqvzw.be 

Kammerstraat 22, 9000 Gent 
09 223 69 29 
info@cavaria.be 
www.cavaria.be 

0800 99 533 (gratis)
vragen@lumi.be 
www.lumi.be

Kammerstraat 22, 9000 Gent 
09 223 69 29 
zizo@cavaria.be 
www.zizomag.be 
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